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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we establish three resonance-type existence theorems for 
periodic solutions of the stationary Navier-Stokes equations. In particular, 
we deal with the equations 
v 3v(x )  - (v(x) • v )  v(x)  - Vp(x) = f(x, v(x)),  
(v .  v) (x)  = o, 
(1.1) 
where v is a positive constant, and v and f are vector-valued functions..O = 
tx : - -n  < xj~<n, j=  1,...,n} will designate the n-torus, n/> 2, and 
to C [C~(I'2)]" means that tO = (~0~ ..... ~0,) where cpj E C°~([R ") and is periodic 
of period 2n in each variable, j = 1 ..... n. 
f=  (fl ..... f , ) :  -o × ~"~ IR", and throughout his paper f will meet the 
following two Caratheodory conditions: 
if-l) For each fixed s=(s  I .... , s , )@ ~", f j (x,s)  is a real-valued 
measurable function on O, and for almost every x ~ -O, fj(x, s) is continuous 
on ~" , j=  1 ..... n. 
(f-2) For each r > 0, there is a finite-valued nonnegative function 
¢, ~ Lz(.Q) such that Ifj(x, s)] ~< ¢r(X) for Isjl ~< r, x ~ n,  and s k ~ I1~, k :~ j, 
k= l  ..... n, j= l  ..... n. 
In this paper, we deal with the pair (v ,p)  where v= (v 1 ..... v,): .O~ ~" 
and p: g2 ~ ~. Also, p E LI(12) and vj E L2(,Q), j = 1 ..... n. We say such a 
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pair is a distribution solution of (1.1) provided the components of f(x, v(x)) 
are in L I (~)  and 
f~ [vv. A~o + v.  (v. V)~o + pV.  ~o I dx= f~ f(x, v(x)),  qJ(x)dx, 
(1.2) 
t v" V~dx=O 
for all tp E [C~(~)] n and ~ C°°(O). 
IrA E ~ and the pair (v, p) is a classical solution of (1.1) with f=Av, then 
it is easy to see that 2 ~< 0. Also, it is clear that the pair (v, 0) satisfies (1.1) 
with f=  0v whenever v is a constant vector field. Motivated by these facts 
and the papers of Landesman and Lazer [5], Hess [4], and DeFigueiredo 
and Gossez [1] (and in particular, by [1]), we establish in this paper two 
best possible existence theorems where the components of f are subjected to 
one-sided growth conditions. (The third theorem is not a one-sided theorem, 
but is necessary and sufficient.) We say that f satisfies the one-sided growth 
condition (t"-3) provided the following holds: 
(f-3) lim inffj(x, s )/s j >~ 0 
I s j l  -~oo 
uniformly for xE .Q and sk@ [~, k ~:j ,  k= 1 ..... h , j=  1 ..... n. 
To be specific, by (f-3), we mean for each fixed j, given e > 0, there is an 
s o > 0 such that 
fj(x, s)/sj >/--t for s o ~< [sj[ (1.3) 
for x in X2 and s, E ~, k q: j ,  k= 1 ..... n. 
We also note for future use that (1.3) is equivalent to 
fj(x, s) ) --esj for s o ~< sj- 
(1.3') 
--esj for sj ~< --s o. 
Now, Theorem 1 will deal both with the growth condition (t"-3) and a 
more restrictive growth condition on sets of positive measure. In particular, 
we define 
Ej.(f) = {x E .Q: lim inffj(x, s)/sj > 0 
I s j l  -~oo 
uniformly for s k C ~, k ~ j ,  k = 1 ..... n}. (1.4) 
Also, for each pair of positive integers N and l, we set 
Ej(f,N,l)= {x~=fj(x,s)/sj>N 1 for Isjl > t and 
skE~,k - - /= j ,k=l  ..... n}. (1.5) 
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Explicitly, x°C Ej(f) means there is a pair of positive integers N and l 
such that x ° ~ Ej(f, N, l). Consequently, 
E j ( f )=  U U Ej(f,N,I). (1.6) 
N=I  l : l  
Also, it is easy to see that if f meets condition (f-l), then Ej(f ,N, l )  is a 
measurable set. Consequently, (1.6) implies that Ej(f) is a measurable set. 
With/a designating n-dimensional Lebesgue measure, Theorem 1 will have as 
part of its hypothesis that p[Ej(f)] > 0 , j  = 1 ..... n. 
We now state Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let f----- (f l  ..... f , )  be a vector-valued function satisfying (f- 
1), (f-2), and (f-3) where n >/2. Suppose also that 
/a[Ej(f)] > 0 for j = 1 ..... n, (1.7) 
where Ej(f) is  defined by (1.4). Then there exists a pair (v,p)  with 
p, fj(x, v(x)), and fj(x, v (x ) )v j (x )EL  ~(O) and v j~ Wl"2(O) for j=  1 ..... n 
such that (v, p) is a distribution solution of (1.1). 
Theorem 1 is a best-possible result, i.e., it is false if we replace condition 
(1.7) by the slightly less restrictive condition "(n - 1) of the sets E~(f) are of 
positive measure and the remaining set is of measure ~> 0." 
To see that Theorem 1 is false under such an assumption, we set 
f l (x,  s) = 1 andf j (x ,s )  = sj for j=  2 ..... n. Then it is clear that f=  (fl  ..... f , )  
satisfies if-l), (f-2), and (f-3), that E~(f )= the empty set, and E f t )=O for 
j = 2 ..... n. Consequently,/~[El(f)] = 0 and/~[Eff)]  = (2~r)" fo r j  = 2 ..... n and 
the less restrictive assumption is also satisfied. Suppose there were a pair 
(v,p)  with p in L~(O) and v jEL2(O)  for j=  1 ..... n such that the first 
equation in (1.2) held for all ~ E [C°°(O)] ". Taking ~ = (1,0 ..... 0), i.e., 
~1 = 1 and ~0j = 0 for j = 2 ..... n in the first equation in (1.2) gives 0 on the 
left-hand side of the equal sign and (2zr)" on the right-hand side of the equal 
sign. Since 0 ~ (2z0", we conclude that no such pair can exist, and our 
assertion concerning best possibility is established. 
In order to state Theorem 2, we need to introduce two further one-sided 
growth conditions. 
We say f satisfies (f-4) if the following holds: 
(f-4) There exists a finite-valued nonnegative function ~ E L2(O) such 
that 
fj(x, s) ) -~(x),  for sj >~ 0 
~< ~(x), for sj~<O 
for x in O, s E N", and j=  1 ..... n. 
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To introduce the next one-sided growth condition, we leave h--- (h~ ..... h,) 
be a vector-valued function with hj(x) finite-valued and in L1(Y2) for j=  
1 ..... n. We say (f, h) meets (f-5) provided the following holds: 
(f-5) l iminff j (x,s)--hj(x)>~O and l imsupf j (x , s ) -h j (x )40  
sj--*~ s j~-oo  
uniformly for x in ~2 and Sk E ~, k 4:j, k= I ..... n , j=  1 ..... n. 
We also set 
E f ( f ,  h) = {x E .Q: lim inffj(x, s) - hi(x)  > 0 uniformly for 
sy~oo 
SkE ~, k4: j ,  k= 1 ..... n}; (1.8) 
El( f ,  h) = {x C O: lim sup fj(x, s) -- hj(x) < 0 uniformly for 
sj--.- oo 
SkE~,k : / : j , k= l  ..... n}; (1.9) 
E+(f, h, N, l) = {x C O: fj(x, s) -- hi(x) > N -1 for sj > l and 
SkE~,kg : j , k= l  ..... n}; (1.10) 
El( f ,  h, N, l) = {x ~ ~: fj(x, s) -- hj(x) < -N- '  for sj = - l  and 
skEn ,  k4 : j , k= l  ..... n}. (1.11) 
We observe that 
E+(f,h) : U U E+ (f, h,N, l), 
N: I  1=1 
Ef ( f ,h )= ~) ~) E f (f, h, N, l) 
N=I  I=1 
(1.12) 
for j=  1,..., n. 
We now state Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 2. Let f(x, s) = g(x, s) -- h(x) be vector-valued functions with 
hj(x)finite-valued and in Lz(Y2),j = 1 ..... n, n ~> 2. Suppose that g satisfies (f- 
1), (f-2), and (f-4), and (g, h) satisfies (f-5). Suppose, furthermore that 
g[E+(g, h)] > 0 and g[Ef (g ,  h)] > 0 (1.13) 
for j=  1 ..... n where E+(g,h)  and Ef (g ,h )  are defined by (1 .8 )  and (1.9), 
respectively. Then there exists a pair (v, p) with p, fj(x, v(x)), and fj(x, v(x)) 
vj(x)EL1(Y2) and v j~ Wl'2(Y2)for j= l  ..... n such that (v,p) is a 
distribution solution of (1.1). 
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By modifying the counterexample used for Theorem 1, it is easy to show 
that Theorem 2 is also a best-possible theorem. In particular we now show 
that Theorem 2 is false if we replace (1.13) by the following less restrictive 
condition: 
PIEr(g, h)] > 0, j = 1 ..... n, 
g[Ef(g,h)] > 0, j----2 ..... n, (1.14) 
/~[E~-(g, h) l >/0. 
We take h i = 0 for j = 1,..., n, gk(x, s) = sj for j --- 2 ..... n and 
gl(x, s) = 1, 0~<s, 
2 - -1  ----(1 +Sl)  , sl~<0. 
Then it is clear that g meets (f-l), (t"-2), and (f-4), that (g, h) meets (f-5), and 
that (1.14) holds where E[-(g, h )= the empty set. Suppose that there were a 
pair (v,p) with p in L~(~2) and vjE W~'2(t'2) for j - -1  ..... n. Taking ~= 
(1, 0,..., 0) in the first equation in (1.2) gives 0 on the left-hand side of the 
equal sign. On the other hand, it is clear that there is a set A c ~ and a 
positive integer K such that g(A)~zc n and IVl(X)l~K for x@A. Conse- 
quently, the right-hand side of the equal sign in (1.2) is > zf ( l  + K 2)-1; i.e., 
on one side in (1.2) we have 0, on the other side, a positive number--a 
manifest contradiction. We conclude that no such pair (v, p) can exist, and 
our assertion concerning best possibility is established. 
We shall also establish the following result which is the direct analogue of 
the familiar Landesman-Lazer result [5, p. 611 ]. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that the jth component of g(x, s) is gj(sj) where 
gj E C([R), that the limits 
lim &(t )= g j (~)  and lira &( t )= g j ( -~)  (1.15) 
t~(X3 t -~- -  oO 
exist and are finite, and that 
&(-oo) < &(t) < &(~) (1.16) 
for t @ ~ and j = 1 ..... n, n ~ 2. Suppose, also, that the components of h(x) 
are finite-valued and in L2(t2) and that f (x , s )=g(x ,s ) -h (x ) .  Then a 
necessary and sufficient condition that there exist a pair (v, p) with the 
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properties enumerated in Theorem 2 such that (v, p) is a distribution solution 
of (1.1) is that 
(2n)" gj(--m) < f hi(x)dx < (2n)" &(m) (1.17) 
Jr2 
for j=  1,..., n. 
2. FUNDAMENTAL LEMMAS 
In this section, h=(h  I ..... h,) will be a vector-valued function with 
components hi: .O~ and h jEL l (O) , j=  1,...,n. We designate the mth 
Fourier coefficient of h s. by 
h~.(m) = (Dr)-" ~ hi(x) e -itm'x) dx where m C Z". 
We also introduce the Stokes' equations 
v Av -- Vp = h, 
(2.1) 
V .v=0.  
The pair (v, p) is called a distribution solution of (2.1) if vj and p are in 
L~(J2), j= 1 ..... n, and 
f [vv.A~p+pV.~Pldx=f  h .odx ,  
j o .v =o 
(2.2) 
for all ~ E [C°~(.Q)]" and ~ E C°~(.Q). 
k and q associated with Next, we introduce the fundamental functions u 1
(2.1) by means of their Fourier coefficients as follows: 
vu~^(m)= [-fi~ +mjmklm[ -2] Im1-2, m¢O 
= O, m = O, 
q~.(m) = imj Iml -z, m 4= 0 
= O, m = O, 
where j , k= I ..... n and 3 k is the usual Kronecker-6. In [6, p. 581], it is 
shown that u~ and qj are indeed in L~(O). 
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An easy computation also shows that the following lemma holds. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose hj ~ L l (O)  and h~.(O) = O fo r j  = 1 ..... n. Set 
p(x)=(2z0-"~a [k~" qk(x-- y) hk(y)} dy, 
and v = (v I ..... v,). Then the pair (v, p) is a distribution solution of (2.1). 
Next, we use Galerkin techniques (see [2[, [3], or [7]) to establish a 
nonlinear result for the Navier-Stokes equations (1.1). Before doing that 
however we need some more notation. 
We say a vector-valued function ~EJ~(O)  if ~E  [C~(J2)]" and 
V .~  = 0. It is not difficult to see that there exists a sequence {V'}~=~ with 
qi E J-(12) such that 
f V i.  V ldx= 6~, (2.3) 
i , l=  1,2 ..... Furthermore, this sequence can be chosen so it has the 
following additional property: given W EJ ' ( . f2) and e > 0 there exist 
constants ex, .... eN such that 
w(x)- i:, ~ ci~'(x) < ~, 
av(x) Z c, 
~Xk OXk i=1 
<e 
(2.4) 
fo rx in~ andk=l  ..... n. 
Also, for v and w with components in W1'2(~¢~) and • in J-(.Q), we set 
[v, w] = f~ [ ~ Ov(x) aw(x)] 
t ~= 1 ~3Xk ~X k dx, 
(v,w)=f v.wdx, 
{~¢, v, w} =f  V" (v. V) w dx. 
(2.5) 
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We also observe for future use that if, furthermore, as a function in L 2(.0), 
V • v=0,  then 
{~, v, w} = --{w, v, V}. (2.6) 
We next prove the following nonlinear result where ~ i t~ is the sequence | l i : l  
in (2.3) and (2:4). 
LEMMA 2. Let F(x) be a nonnegative funetion in L1(12) and let f(x, s) 
satisfy (f- l) and (f-2). Suppose that Ifj(x, s)[ <. F(x) for x E 12, s E ~ ' ,  and 
j = 1 ..... n. Then if N is a given positive integer, there is a vector-valued 
function v = y~ql + ... + ~NqN such that 
V[llli, v]+{~li, y,v}+(~li, v) N l=--fQl~li(x).f(x,y(x))dx (2 .7 )  
for i = 1 ..... N. 
For each a = (a I ..... aN) ~ ~ ' ,  we introduce the components of an N × N 
matrix 
I N I Au(a)=v[wi ,  w '] + W', S,._~ ~ akwk, W t + (~' ,~' )  N-1.  
k=l  
We see that A(a)  gives rise to a linear transformation on IR" sending fl = 
(ill ..... fiN) into A (a) fl = (Y'~v: 1A it(a) fit ..... Y~=l Am(a) ill), where 
= ' ~ l V Ait(a)flt v Wi, , flt~ll t + W', • akw k, IV 
I=l 1=1 k=l  
From (2.6), we see that {~, w, q} = 0 when ~ and w are in f (12) .  Conse- 
quently, it follows from (2.8) that 
N 
fl. A(a)fl= Z fliail(a)fl! 
i , l= l  
=v fliV i, fltV l + fliW', fltV t N-1.  
From (2.3), we see that 0g i, Ig t) -- ill. Consequently, we obtain from this last 
fact that 
N-1 IPlZ ~ I~1 IA(a)~l for all f lE~' .  
505/44/3-6 
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Therefore A(a) -1 exists for each a ~ A N and 
IIA(a) '11 ~N for a E A N. (2.9) 
Next for each a E ~2~N, set T(a) = (T l (a )  . . . . .  Tu(a) )  , where 
N 
/=1 
for i = 1 ..... N. Since f meets (f-l) and (f-2), it follows that T is a continuous 
mapping of A N into A N. Also, since Ifj(x, s)[ ~< F(x) E Ll(.O), it is clear from 
(2.10) that T maps A N into a compact subset of [R N, i.e., there is a positive 
integer M such that I T(a)l ~< M for a ~ A N. Consequently, it follows from 
(2.9) that [A(a) -1 T(a)l ~< NM for all a C A N. Therefore, [al <~NM implies 
that ]A(a) - I  T(a)[<~NM. Since A(a) -l  T(a) is clearly continuous as a 
function of a, it follows from the Brouwer fixed point theorem that there 
exists a 7 E A N with [ y[ ~< NM such that A (y)-  ~ T(7) = 7, i.e., A (7) Y = T(y). 
But then ~_,~_lAit(y)Tt= Ti(y) for i=  1 ..... N, and (2.7) follows from (2.8) 
and (2.10). The proof of the lemma is therefore complete. 
Next, we establish the following lemma (whose proof has been shortened 
along the lines suggested by the referee). 
LEMMA 3. Let N be a given positive integer and let f(x, s) satisfy (f-l) 
and (f-2). Suppose that there is a nonnegtive function F(x) in L2(12) such 
that 
fj(x, s)/> - -s/2N -- F(x) for 0 ~ sj 
(2.11) 
<~ -sj /ZN + r(x)  for sj <~ 0 
for s E A n, x ~ 12, and j : -1  ..... n. Then there is a vector-valued function 
V(X) = ~ l~ 1 + " ' "  + ~N~ x such that (2.7) holds. 
Let M be a positive integer. Set t(s, j ,  +M) = (tl(S, j ,  +M) ..... tn(s,j, +M)) 
where 
tk(s, j, ±M)=s  k, k C j  
=±M,  k=j ,  
j , k = 1,..., n. 
Next, we set 
f~(x,  s) = fj(x, t(s, j, M)), 
= Z(x, s), 
= fj(x, t(s, j, --M)), 
M~s j  
Is~l ~<M 
sj ~ --M. 
(2.12) 
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Since f meets condition (f-2), it follows from (2.12) that for each positive 
integer M, there is a nonnegative function FM@ LZ(g2) such that 
If~(x, s)l ~< FM(x) (2.13) 
for x E ~, S C ~", andj  = 1 ..... n. Since fM(x, S) (f~(x, M = S) ..... f ,  (X, S)) also 
meets conditions (f-l) and (f-2), it follows from Lemma 2 and (2.13) that 
there is a sequence of vector-valued functions {vM}M=, ~ such that 
viii, v M] + {~t, vM, v M } + (Wi, vM)N-, 
= -- f~ ~i(x). f~(x, vM(x)) dx (2.14) 
for i = 1 ..... N, where 
vU(x) = 7~' (x )  + ... + )~IIN(x). (2.15) 
Next, we observe from (2.12) that the inequalities in (2.1 1) still hold if we 
replace the left-hand side with f~(x, s). But then it follows that 
-sjf~(x, s) ~< s]/ZX + I sjl F(x) (2.16) 
for all xCD,  sE  [R", and M= 1,2 ..... 
From (2.6), we see that {vM, vM, v M} =0.  We consequently infer from 
(2.14) and (2.15) that 
v[vM' VM] + (vM' vM) N- '  = -- ~t~ vM(x) " fM(x' vM(x)) dx. 
It then follows from (2.16) that 
v[v M, v M] + (v M, vM)U -l <~ (v M, vM)/2N+ n~ [ vM(x)l IF(x)[ dx. 
This, in turn, gives us 
lro v[vM, vMI + (vM, vM)/2N <~ n(vM, vM) '/2 " ]F(x)]E dx . (2.17) 
From this last fact, we obtain first that 
(vM, vM)'/2 ~ 2Nn [f 'F(x)12 dx] ~/2 
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and next from (2.3) and (2.15) that y~ is uniformly bounded for i = 1 ..... N 
and M = 1, 2 ..... This, in conjunction with (2.15), in turn implies that there 
exists a positive constant C such that 
IIv 'll  <c for j= l  ..... n and M-----l,2 ..... (2.18) 
In particular, it follows from (2.12) and (2.18) that for M > C and j  -- 1 ..... n 
fM(X, vM(x)) = fj(x, vM(x)) for x in $2. 
But (2.14) and this last fact imply that v M is indeed a solution of (2.7) for 
every M > C, and proof of the lemma is complete. 
Next, for v= (v 1 ..... vn) with v jC WL2(12),j = 1 ..... n, we set 
Ilvll~---[v, vl + (v, v) (2.19) 
and establish the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that f(x, s) satisfies (f-I) and (f-2), and that there is 
a nonnegativefunction F E L2(O) such that 
fj(x, s) >/--sj -- F(x)  for  0 <. sj 
(2.20) 
<~ --sj + F(x)  for  sj <~ O 
for  s E ~", x C O, and j  = I ..... n. Suppose also that for  every positive integer 
N there is a v s N 1 = Yl ~ + .... + ~N~ N which satisfies 
1)[~!/i,v N] --~ {l~li, vN, v N} -~- (~Ii, vN) N -1 
~- -- fl2 I~li(x) " f(X, vN(x)) dX (2.21) 
for  i = 1,..., N. Suppose, furthermore, there is a constant K such that 
I IvNll l~K for  N=1,2  ..... (2.22) 
Then there is a constant K*  such that 
~a [fj(x, vN(x))[ [vN(x)[ dx <~K (2.23) 
for  j=  l ...... n and N= l ,2  ..... 
Multiplying both sides of (2.21) by y~ and summing on i from 1 to N, we 
see that 
]I[vN, V N] + (vN, vN) N -1 = -- f vN(.x') • f(x, vN(x))dx. (2.24) 
Jt~ 
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In particular, we infer from this last equality that 
0 ~< --fa vN(x) " f(x, vN(x)) dx. (2.25) 
Next, we note from (2.20) that 
--s. f(x, s) ~< s.  s + n [s[ F(x) (2.26) 
for all x E .O and s E ~n. Also, we introduce the sets AN and B N as follows: 
A N = {x E £2: vN(x) • f(x, vN(x)) ~ 0} (2.27) 
and 
B N = {x E ~:  vN(x) • f(x, VN(X)) > 0}. (2.28) 
From (2.19), (2.22), and (2.26), we see there is constant K 1 such that 
-- fax vN(x) " f(x, vN(x)) K KI (2.29) 
and therefore from (2.25) and (2.28) that 
~8~, vN(x) " fix, vN(x)) dx ~ K 1 (2.30) 
for N = l, 2 ..... We conclude from (2.29) and (2.30) that 
fa IvN(x) • f(x, vN(x))I dx <~ 2K, (2.31) 
for N = 1, 2 ..... 
Next, we set 
and 
FN(x) = vN(x) • f(x, vN(x)) -- v~.(x)fj(x, vN(x)) (2.32) 
C(N, j) = {x ~ ¢a: vJ(x) Z(x, vN(x)) > 0}, 
D(N,j)  = {x E ~: FY(x) > 0}. 
From (2.20) and (2.32), we see that 
-vy(x) f,.(x, vN(x)) ~< Ivy(x)l 2 + I vy(x)l F(x) 
(2.33) 
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and 
--FN(x) ~ I VU(X)I 2 --IvN(x)[ ~ + (n -- 1)IvN(x)l F(x). 
Consequently, we conclude from (2.22) and (2.33) that there is a constant 
K 2 such that 
Yo-c~N.j, Ivy(x) fj(x, v~(x))l ax <<. K~, 
J',,-o~,,,j~ I F~Y(x)I ax < K~ 
(2.34) 
for j = 1 ..... n and N = 1, 2 ..... 
Next, from (2.31), (2.32), and (2.34), we see that 
;~ I v~Y(x) Z(x, vN(x)) -- F~V(x)I dx <~ 2K 2 + 2K1, 
--C(N,j) 
Ye-O,N,j, IV~V(X)fj(x, vN(x)) --F~V(x)[ dx <~ 2K2 + 2K~ 
(2.35) 
fo r j  = 1 ..... n and N= 1, 2 ..... Also, we have from (2.32) and (2.33) that for 
x E C(N , j )~D(N, j ) ,  IvU(x)fj(x, vN(x)) -- F)Y(x)[ ~< [vN(x) • f(x, vN(x))I .
Consequently, from (2.31) we obtain that 
fC~N,j) nOON,j) Iv~" (x) ~(X, vN(x)) -- F)Y(x)[ dx <~ 2K l . 
Since O = [O-C(N, j ) ]  W [C(N,j) ~ (O=D(N, j ) ) I  U [C(N,j) N 
D(N, j )] ,  we conclude from this last inequality and (2.35) that 
~ Iv~.(x) fg(x, vN(x)) -- FN(x)I dx <~ 6K I + 4K 2 
for j=  1 ..... n and N= 1,2 ..... 
Next, utilizing the fact that 2 l a I ~ l a + b I + I a - b l, we see from the last 
established inequality and from (2.31) and (2.32) that 
2 fo I v~.(x) fj(x, vN(x))] dx < 8K 1 + 4K 2 
fo r j  = 1 ..... n and N= 1, 2 ..... Consequently, (2.23) is established with K*  = 
4K 1 + 2K 2 and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Next, we establish the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 5. Suppose the conditions in the hypothesis of Lemma 4 hold. 
Then the sequence {fj(x, vN(x))}~=I is uniformly absolutely continuous for 
j = 1 ..... n. 
To be precise, what we mean by uniformly absolutely continuous is the 
following: given e > 0 there exist a ~ > 0 such that if E c .Q with p(E)  < 3, 
then 
Se Ifj(x, vU(x))l dx < e (2.36) 
fo r j= l  ..... n andN=l ,  2 ..... 
First of all, we choose r > 0 so that 
K*/r < e/2, (2.37) 
where K*  is the constant given in Lemma 4. Next, using (f-2), we choose 
~r(x) E L E(.Q) such that 
[f/(x, s)[ = ~r(x) for [sj[ ~< r (2.38) 
fo rxE~2,  s kE~,kC j ,k=l  ..... n , j= l  ..... n. A l soweset  
A(N,j) = {x E .(2: Iv (x)l <<. r} 
and (2.39) 
B(N,j) = {x E ~: Ivy.(x)l > rl. 
Also, we choose 6 > 0 such that 
¢t(E) < 3 =~ SE ~r(X) dx < e/2. (2.40) 
Now suppose p(E)  < 6 with 6 as in (2.40). Then it follows from Lemma 4, 
(2.38)-(2.40) that 
JE Ifj(x, v"(x))l dx 
fEnAIN,j) ~r(X) dX +r -1  SEnB(N,j ) [VJY(x) fj(x'vN(X))I dx 
<~ e/2 + K*/r 
fo r j  = 1 ..... n and N= 1, 2 ..... From (2.37), we see the right-hand side of this 
last established inequality is < e. Consequently, (2.36) is established and the 
proof of the lemma is complete. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Since f satisfies (f-2) and (f-3), it is easy to see from (1.3)' that for every 
e > 0, there is an H'(x)  E L2(~2) with H'(x)  >/0 such that 
f/(x, s) ~> --esj -- H~(x) for 0 <. sj 
(3.1) 
<. --esj + H~(x) for sj ~< O, 
for x E .(2, s E R ' ,  and j = 1 ..... n. Consequently, it follows from Lemma 3 
that there exists a sequence N o~ {V }N=I with the following properties: 
V N = ~lNigl + ... + ~N~N; (3.2) 
1~[11/i' vN] q- {lqi' vN' vN/ -1- (Igi' vN) N- I  = -- ~ft ~li(x)" f(x, vN(x)) dx (3.3) 
for i=1  ..... N and N=I ,2  ..... where {¥i}~=1 is a sequence in ~e-(O) 
satisfying (2.3) and (2.4). We claim that there is a constant K such that 
IIvNII~K for N= 1,2 .... (3.4) 
where IIvNlll = [v N, C ]  + (v N, vN). 
V N c~ Suppose that (3.4) is false. Then there is a subsequence of {11 II~}N=l 
which tends to oo. We consequently see that the following prevails: 
there is a sequence M ~ W M {W }M=I such that =v  NM and 
[]wM[[1-4 GO as M~ oo; (3.5) 
there is a V with components in wl'2(~'~) such that 
(wM -- v ,  wM -- v)--~ O as M--~ O0 where W~ = wM/HwMIII ; (3.6) 
lim WM(x) = V(x) a.e. in 12; (3.7) 
M--* oo 
ew'/ C dx evj ¢ 
limo~ fo -~x  k = fo--~x k dx 
It follows from (3.2), (3.3), and (3.5) that 
P[W M, W M ] q- (W M, wM)N~t  1 
for 
j , k= l  ..... n. (3.8) 
= - I IwMI I ;  2 wM(x) • fix, dx. (3.9) 
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From (3.1), we see that 
--wM(x) • f(x, wM(x)) ~< C [W~t(X)] 2+ n [WM(X)[ H'(X) (3.10) 
for x in .Q and M= 1, 2,.... Using this inequality in (3.9) gives us in 
particular that 
[so ] v[wM, wM]<~t+nlIwMH~I H~(x)Zdx 
It follows therefore from (3.5) that limu.o~ sup[W u, W M] <~e/v, and since 
e > 0 is arbitrary, that 
lim [W M, W M ] = 0. (3.11 ) 
M--* oo 
This fact in conjunction with (3.8) gives us that 
t3Vy(x) ___ 0 a.e. on £2, j ,  k --- 1 ..... n. (3.12) 
c3x k
From (2.19) and (3.6), we see that [W u, W u] + (wU, wM)-----1. SO (3.11) 
also tells us that 
lim (W M, W M) = 1. (3.13) 
M--*oO 
From (3.6) we consequently have that (V, V )= 1 and therefore from (3.12) 
that 
where 
Vj(x) = cj a.e. on £2, j = 1 ..... n, (3.14) 
c~ +. . .  + e~ = (2~r)-". (3.15) 
Next since ARM-, ~ as M~ oo, we see from (3.9), (3.11), and (3.13) that 
lim I[w~tl[~ -2 (w~t(x )  • f(x, wM(x)) dx = O. (3.16) 
M-~CX3 
Also, we see from (3.10) with e = 1 that 
0 < wM(x) • r(x, wM(x)) + Iw~'(x)l 2 + n IwM(x)l H'(x) 
for x G £2 and M --- 1, 2 , . ,  and we furthermore observe from (3.6), (3.7), and 
(3.14) that 
lim wT(x)/llwMII1 =cj a.e. on O (3.17) 
M-~OO 
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for j = 1 ..... n. We consequently infer from the last inequality above, from 
Fatou's lemma (see [8, p. 24].), and from (3.13) and (3.15)-(3.17) that 
~ lim inf wM(x) • f(x, wM(x))[IwMIl~ -z ~< 0. (3.18) 
M--*oo 
We next set 
af(x)  = w~(x) fj(x, wM(x))I[wMl[ ;2 (3.19) 
for j=  1 ..... n, and observe from (3,1) that 
siZ(x, s) >1 - sJ -IsA H'(x) 
for sG ~n, xEO,  and j=  1 ..... n. Since limM~o IIWMI]1 
(3.17) and (3.19) that 
lim inf a~(x) >1 --ec~ a.e. on O, j = 1 ..... n. 
M~oO 
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, we conclude from this last inequality that 
lim infa~(x) >t 0 a.e. on .(2, j = 1 ..... n. (3.20) 
M--*~ 
Next we set 
= oo, it follows from 
Aj = f lim inf aJ~(x) dx j = 1 ..... n, (3.21) 
J~ M"*~ 
and see from (3.20) that Aj >/0. Also from (3.18) through (3.20) we have 
that 
AI+. . .+A,<~O.  
Consequently, we have that 
Aj = 0 for j = 1 ..... n. (3.22) 
Continuing, we see from (3.15) that at least one ej4: 0. We choose one 
such cj and designate it by c~.. Thus 
cj. 4: 0. (3.23) 
Also, we have from (1.7) that ~[Ej,(f)] > 0 and therefore from (1.6) that 
there are positive integers K and l such that 
~t[Ej.,(f, K, l)} = 11 > 0. (3.24) 
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From (3.17) and Egoroff's theorem (see [8, p. 75]) it follows next that 
there is a subset Ej,(f, K, l) c Ej,(f, K, l) and an M 0 > 0 such that both 
p[/~'(f, K, I)] > ~//2 (3.25) 
and 
]c i. [/2 < ]w~,(x)[/[] w M [], (3.26) 
for M 0 < M and x E/~,'(f, K, l). 
Since [IWM[[~ ~ ~,  it follows from this last stated inequality and (3.23) 
that there is an M~ > M 0 such that 
1 < [w~(x)[ (3.27) 
for x E/~'(f, K, l) and M~ < M. 
Next, from (3.19), (3.26) and (3.27), we see that a~(x)>~(e-i,/2) z 
f-i.(x, wM(x))/W~(X) for M > M, and x E/~'(f, K, l). But then it follows from 
(3.27) and (1.5) that a~(x) > (ej./2) zK - '  for x ~/~'(f, K, l) and M > M,. 
We conclude that 
lim inf a~.(x)/> (cj./2) z K - '  (3.28) 
M--* oo 
for x in Ej.(f, K, l). 
From (3.20) and (3.21), we next observe that 
Consequently, we obtain from (3.25) and (3.28) that Aj. >1 (c-i,/2) zK-~rl/2. 
But then A-i, > 0, (3.22) does not hold, and we have arrived at a 
contradiction. Therefore, the assumption that {I] vN ]1, }if= ~ is unbounded must 
be false, and we conclude that (3.4) is indeed true. 
Once again using well-known properties of Sobolev spaces on the n-torus, 
we see from (3.4) that there exists a subsequence " N~,~ ~V ~M=~ and a vector- 
valued function v with components in W~'2(.Q) such that the following holds: 
w M = v NM, M = 1, 2,...; (3.29) 
lim wM(x) = v(x) a.e. on O; (3.30) 
M-~oO 
lira (w  M - -  v, w M - -  v)  = 0; (3 .31)  
M-~oo 
lim ~ ~ dx = )~ ~x~ ~ dx (3.32) 
for j, k= 1 ..... n and ~E C~($2). 
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We next use (f-I) and (3.30) to obtain that 
lim f(x, wM(x)) ---- f(x, V(X)) a.e. in 1"2, 
M-*OO 
and then (3.4) and Lemma 5 to obtain that 
{1 f(x, wM(x))I }~,= ~ is uniformly absolutely continuous. 
Also, from Fatou's lemma, this last fact, and (3.33) we have that 
Consequently it 
(3.33)-(3.35) that 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
If(x, v(x))] E L '(/2). (3.35) 
follows from Egoroff's theorem in conjunction with 
lim fn f(x' wr~(x)) " ~(x)dx= ft~ f(x, v(x)) . qJ(x)dx 
M-t,  oO 
(3.36) 
for ~ ~ lC°°(a)l" 
Next we recall that v has components in WL2(I2) 
v NM. E J-(.O). Therefore, we obtain from (3.32) that 
and that wM= 
V • V E L2(-Q)  and V • v = 0. (3.37) 
Using this last fact in conjunction with (2.5), (2.6), and (3.31) gives us, 
furthermore, that 
lim {V i, w u, w u } = {~gt, v, v/. (3.38) 
M-~3 
(3.39) 
We conclude from (3.3), (3.29), (3.31), (3.36), and (3.38) that 
v[v', ,11 + Iv', * ,  vt = - fo v'(x)  • f(x, v(x)) dx 
for i = 1, 2,.... But then from (2.4) and (3.35), it follows that 
v[V, v] + {V, v, v} = -- fo W(x). f(x, v(x)) dx 
for ~g E J -(O).  
Next, we set 
W(x) = (v(x) • V) v(x) + f(x, v(x)) (3.40) 
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and observe that Wj~LI(J2) for j=  1 ..... n. Furthermore, using constant 
vector-valued functions it is easy to see from (3.39) that 
;t Wj(x)dx=O for j=  1 ..... n. (3.41) 
We next invoke Lemma ! and set 
k=l  ~f2 
for J" = 1 ..... n and 
p(x) = (2zr) -n @ f qk(x -- y) Wk(y ) dy. 
3o 
NOW it follows from (3.41), (2.2), and Lemma 1 that 
(3.42) 
(3.43) 
v ~ w. A~ dr= fo W(x) .  ~(x) dx (3.44) 
for q E J-(X2). Also it follows from (3.39) and (2.5) that v fav .  Aq dx = 
fo W(x) • ~(x) dx for q E J - (O) .  We conclude from (3.44) that 
• (v -- w) .  Aq dx = 0 for V G J-(~O). (3.45) 
Next, we take 
~/j(x, t) = Z [v~.(m) -- w~.(m)] e i'm' X)e-'mlt 
m 
for j=  1,...,n, x E.O, and t> 0 and observe from (3.37), (3.42), and 
Lemma 1 that ~(x, t) = [~'x(x, t) ..... u/,(x, t)] is in J ' ( .O)  for t > 0. Conse- 
quently, it follows from (3.45) that 
Iv~.(m) -- w'f.(m)l: [rnl: e-rmlt= 0 
m 
for t > 0. But then v~.(m) = w].(m) for m :/= 0 and we conclude that there is a 
constant vector field ~, such that 
w(x) = v(x) + y a.e. in O. (3.46) 
From (3.42), (3.43), (2.2), and Lemma 1, we have that 
fo [vw • Aq~ + pV.  ~] dx = f~ ~. [(v. V) v + f(x, v(x))] dx (3.47) 
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for 0 E [C~(J2)] ". Clearly 
-re v. (v. V)~ dx because 
(3.46) and (3.47) that 
fn Y " AO dx =0.  
(3.37) holds. We 
Also fQ~. (v .V)  vdx= 
consequently obtain from 
~[vv.  ao + v. (v. v ) ,  + pv.  ~] dx = I, ~" f(x, v(x))dx 
for 0 E [C~(~2)] ". From (3.37), we also have that 
~ v • V~dx =0 
for ~ E C~(O). We conclude from these last two facts and (1.2) that (v, p) is 
indeed a distribution solution of (1.1), and the proof of Theorem 1 will be 
complete provided we show that 
;~ [fj(x, v(x)) vj(x)[ dx < (3.48) 
for j=  1,..., n. 
To establish (3.48), we invoke Lemma 4 and obtain from (3.29) that there 
is a constant K* such that 
LfAx, w'(x)) w~(x)l dx <. K* 
for j=  1 ..... n. But then Fatou's lemma, in conjunction with this last 
inequality, (3.30), and (3.33) gives us that 
~ Ifj.(x, v(x)) vj(x)l dx ~ K* 
for j  = 1,..., n. Consequently (3.48) is established and the proof of Theorem 1 
is complete. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM2 
Since g(x, s) meets condition (t"-4), we see that there is a nonnegative 
function G(x)~ L2(g2) such that 
&(x, s) ) -O(x) for sj >/0 
<~ G(x) for sj ~< 0 
(4.1) 
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for X C f2, S E ~n, and j  = I ..... n. Consequently, 
fj(x, s)/> - [G(x) + I h(x)l] for 
~< [G(x) + ]h(x)[] for 
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sj~>0 
(4.2) 
sj~<0 
for x ~ .(2, s ~ ~", and j = 1 ..... n. Since by assumption Ih(x)l E L2(O), we 
see that the analogue of (3.1) is true. Therefore, as in Theorem 1, we can 
invoke Lemma 3 and obtain a sequence N {V }N=~ which satisfies (3.2) and 
(3.3). We claim that (3.4) holds in the present case also even though the 
conditions in the hypothesis of Theorem 2 are somewhat different han those 
of Theorem 1. 
Suppose (3.4) does not hold. Then once again we get a sequence {WU}M=I ~ 
and a vector-valued function V with components in W1'2(£2) such that (3.5) 
through (3.9) hold. Also, we see from (4.2) that 
--w~t(x) • f(x, w~t(x)) ~< n [w~4(x)l [G(x) + (h(x))l] (4.3) 
for x in ~ and M= 1, 2 ..... Inequality (4.3) is even better than (3.10). 
Consequently, we conclude from (4.3) and (3.9) that (3.11) holds. As an 
immediate consequence of this fact, we get also that (3 .12) - (3 .15)  hold. 
Next, we return to (3.9) and observe in particular from (3.9) that 
~, W~'(x) • [g(x, wM(x)) -- h(x)l dx <~ 0 (4.4) 
for M = 1, 2 ..... Also from (4. I), we see that 
sygy(x, s) >~ -Isjl G(x) (4.5) 
for x E .(2, s E ~" and j  = 1 ..... n, and furthermore from (4.3) that 
W~'(x) • [g(x, wU(x)) - h(x)] + n [W~'(x)[ [G(x) + Ch(x)[l >/0 
for x in D and M= 1, 2 ..... We now utilize Fatou's lemma and obtain from 
this last inequality in conjunction with (3.6), (3.7), and (4.4) that 
f lim inf WM(x) • [g(x, w~4(x)) -- h(x)] dx <~ O. (4.6) 
M~of~ 
Next, we set 
b~(x) : wT(x ) I[ w~t H~-' [gj(x, wM(x)) -- hi(x)] (4.7) 
where we recall that IIwMl[1 ~ ~ and 
lim wy(x)llwMll~?l=cs a.e. onO.  (4.8) 
M~cx3 
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Suppose cj = 0. Then from (4.5), we see that 
w~(x) gj(x, wM(x)) ) -- I w~t(x)l G(x) 
and we conclude from (4.7) and (4.8) that 
lim inf b~(x) >/0 a.e. on 12. (4.9) 
M--* oo 
Suppose ej. > 0 (< 0). Then it follows from (4.8) that limM_~  w~(x) = oo 
( -  m)  a.e. on £2. Consequently, we conclude from the factthat (g, h) meets 
(f-5) that (4.9) holds in both of these cases also. Therefore, (4.9) is valid in 
all cases. 
Next we set 
Bj = ( lira infb~t(x) dx. (4.10) 
J o  M~oO 
From (4.9) we see that 
Bj~>0 for j= l  ..... n. (4.11) 
On the other hand, from (4.9) we also see that 
lim infb~(x) ~< lim inf ~" b~(x) 
j=  1 M--*~ M'-*oo j=  1 
a.e. on O. 
We therefore obtain from (4.6), (4.7), and (4.10)that 
B l+ ... +B,~<0 
and therefore from (4.11) that 
Bj = 0 for j=  1 ..... n. (4.12) 
Now since c] + ... + c 2 = (270-", at least one ej v~ 0. We choose one such 
ej and call it cj,, and for simplicity suppose that 
ej, > 0. (4.13) 
In case ej, < 0, a similar proof easily supplied by the reader will prevail. 
Continuing with the proof, we see from (1.13)that/2[Ef i (g,h)]  > 0 and 
consequently from (1.12) that there are positive integers K and l such that 
¢t[Ef(g,h,K, l)l = r; > 0. (4.14) 
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Applying Egoroff's theorem as in the proof of Theorem 1, we see from (4.7), 
(4.8), (4.13), and (4.14) that there is an integer M~ > 0 and a subset 
Eft (g, h, K, l)' c Eft (g, h, K, l) with 
U [Eft (g, h, K, / ) ' l  > r//2 (4.15) 
such that 
b~(x) > (ej,/2) K-1 
for x C El(g,  h, K, l)' and M > M~. We conclude that 
lim inf bff(x) ~> (cj,/2) K - '  
M--+ o0 
for x C El (g,  h,K, I)' and consequently from (4.9), (4.10), and (4.15) that 
Bj. = (cj./2)(rl/2)K -1. But then Bj. > 0. This fact contradicts (4.12) and we 
conclude (3.4) does indeed hold. The rest of the proof proceeds exactly as in 
Theorem 1, and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
We first prove the sufficiency part of Theorem 3. To do this, we get 
a(x) = ~ I gj(m)l + I gj(-m)l for x in £2, (5.0) 
j= l  
and observe from (1.16) that 
-G(x)  < &(s j) < G(x) (5.1) 
for x in $2 and sj C F~,j= 1 ..... n. Consequently, the analogue of (4.1) holds 
and the proof here proceeds exactly along the lines of Theorem 2 up through 
(4.8). In particular as in Theorem 2, the whole proof of the sufficiency 
follows once we have shown that (4.6) leads to a contradiction, i.e., we have 
to show 
f lim inf [PwMll~ -' w~(x)  • [g(x, WM(X)) -- h(x)] dx <~ 0 (5.2) 
is false. We intend to do this using (4.8), (1.15), (1.17), and the fact that 
2 2 (2=)--". Cl+' "+Cn= (5.3) 
505/44/3 7
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Now 
IIw~ll; ~ w~(x)  • [g(x, win(x ) )  - h(x)] 
= ~ IIwMIl? 1 w~'(x)[&(w'y(x)) - hAx) ]. 
j= l  
(5.4) 
Also, from (1.15) and (4.8), we see that the limit as M- ,oo  of the 
expression inside the summation sign is 
cj[gj(oo)-h~(x)] if ej>O ,
0 if e j=0,  
cj[gj( -oo)-hj(x)]  if e j<0 
(5.5) 
a.e. on O. Furthermore, from (1.17) it follows that 
f c j [g j (oo) -h j (x ) ]dx>O if c j>0,  
~o c j [g j ( -oo) -  hi(x)] dx > 0 if cj < 0. 
(5.6) 
We consequently conclude from (5.3)-(5.6) that 
~ liMm_.,~f II wMl[-' WM(x)[g(x, WM(X)) -- h(x)l dx > O. 
This fact contradicts (5.2), and the proof of the sufficiency part of 
Theorem 3 is complete. 
To establish the necessary part of Theorem 3 we suppose that the pair 
(v, p) satisfies (1.2) where fj(x, v(x)) = gj(vj(x)) - hi(x) for j - -  1 ..... n. Also, 
we have that vj E WL2(O) and p E L~(O) for j=  1,..., n. Fixingj and taking 
~0 k= 0 for k 4: j, k = 1,..., n and q~j = 1, we obtain in particular from (1.2) 
that 
j~ gAvAx)) dx = ~,~ hAx) dx. (5.7) 
But then from (1.16) we see that 
gj(-oo) < gj(vj(x)) < gj(oo) a.e. on O. 
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Apply ing this set of inequalit ies to the integral on the left-hand side of the 
equal sign in (5.7), we obtain 
(27r)" gj ( 'oo  ) < ft~ hj(x) dx < (27r)" gj(oo ). 
But this is precisely (1.17). The proof of the necessary part of Theorem 3 is 
established and proof  of Theorem 3 is complete. 
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